Appendix 4

Supplement Series books: Supplements to Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology and Supplements to Clinical Neurophysiology

This book series was initiated to provide an available and durable resource for materials that did not fit into the regular journal publication. A variety of content has been accepted into this book series. That first was a compendium of references on EEG. Many have been congress proceedings, most for the Federation International Congresses but also some for other congresses or symposia. The series is also a convenient home for books on particular topics relevant to clinical neurophysiologists. On average one new book appeared each year. An advantage for publishing in this series is that many libraries already subscribe to the book series.

Notice that this is different from supplemental journal issues. Those issues appear from time to time, often on a particular short topic or as abstracts for a scientific meeting. As an example, the abstract books for some Chapter meetings are published as supplemental issues of the journal. The supplemental journal issues usually mark their pages with the letter S followed by the page number. The Supplement series books do not do so.

The Supplement Series of books changed its name in 1999. Before that it was known as Supplements to Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology series. Since that time, the series has been known as Supplements to Clinical Neurophysiology series.

Organizations interested in publishing in this series should contact either Elsevier or the IFCN Executive Committee.

The titles in this series are:


Volume 60. Motor Unit Number Estimation (MUNE) and Quantitative EMG. Edited by Mark B. Bromberg, 2009, 298 pp.